
Who's Really Protecting Our Healthcare?

Bob HuginBob menendez

Fought for the Affordable Care Act with President 

Obama, which expanded coverage to nearly a million 

NJ residents

Pushing to lower the cost of prescription drugs with 

the CREATES Act and the SPIKE Act
Sponsored the bipartisan KIDS Act and led the fight 

to fund the Children’s Health Insurance Program 

(CHIP) for the next decade

Championed autism research in Congress and 

passed the Autism CARES law

Rated 100% by Planned Parenthood and 

cosponsored the Women's Health Protection Act
Voted against Justice Gorsuch and opposes Trump’s 
SCOTUS nominee Brett Kavanaugh, both of whom 

are threats to Roe V. Wade

Securing funding for our community health centers 

so they can provide high-quality primary care for 

families throughout NJ

Passed the Firefighter Cancer Registry Act that will 

help researchers understand the connection between 

cancer and the work done by our brave firefighters

Advocating to expand paid family, sick, and medical 
leave 

Supports Donald Trump’s proposed 
dismantling of the Affordable Care Act, which 

could leave over half a million New Jersey 

residents without health insurance

Devoted his Big Pharma career to putting 
profits over patients, a skill he learned during 

his long career on Wall Street
Settled for $280 million with the Department of 

Justice in which he was accused of defrauding 
cancer patients
Doubled the price of life-saving cancer 

medication while CEO of Celgene

Refuses to release his videotaped deposition 

discussing why he lied to patients and doctors 

about the side effects of medication

Supported by a super PAC run by former 
Governor Chris Christie’s inner circle. One of 

his company’s largest shareholders donated $1 

million to Christie and Hugin was a major donor 

of Christie's failed presidential campaign.
Hugin’s record of hurting NJ’s most vulnerable 

residents while also supporting right-wing 

extremists is clear. New Jersey deserves better. 

While Bob Menendez helped secured health coverage for 

millions of Americans, greedy Bob Hugin put profits over people.
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It's never mattered more. Vote for Bob Menendez on Nov. 6.


